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Proud to manufacture in the UK

Typical wet floor options
The following details feature the ‘Aqua-Dec’ by Impey wet room floor former which has a 22mm
depth profile. It is ideal for restricted depth showers and locations requiring the Dry-Deck 20 system.
*Check compatibility of gulleys with other manufacturers’ pre-formed shower bases

Some Gulley Options

A manufacturer with people,
innovation and service at our heart.

Gulley for tiled floor
Designed for use with floor tiles. Unique, adjustable height of
gulley accommodates floor tiles of different thickness.
(By Impey)

Reliability
Designed and built
to provide years of
maintenance-free life

Concrete floor with tiled surface.
For concrete floors, the shower base is let into
the concrete screed. When the pipework has
been installed, the shower base can be bedded down to sit level with the existing floor.
The final floor covering can then be applied
(vinyl or tiled).

Timber floor with vinyl covering
The minimal 22mm thickness of this
pre-formed shower base is ideal for most
timber floors. To fit the base, the floor boards
are removed. When the drainage and the
pipework have been installed, the base can
be permanently fixed to the joists.

Gulleys for walk-in showers
90mm tray gulley
Compatible with continental
style shower trays.
Part No. AK1695

The remaining floor must finish level with
the Aqua-Dec’s edges in preparation for
the floor covering.

Innovation
Continuous product
improvement

digital technology

Warranty
The Dry-Deck 20 System carries a
five year manufacturer’s warranty.

digital technology digital technology
GB94/3543

GB04/62920

GB07/72122

Service
Nationwide service
network and dedicated
technical helpline
Whale Kit Approvals
Whale® Shower Drain Kits are CE marked and comply with European Standards for:
• EMC (Electromagnetic Compatibility)
• LVD (Low Voltage Directive)
Pump and control box are IP45 rated against moisture and particle ingress.

Dry-Deck 20

Whale
2 Enterprise Road, Bangor,
BT19 7TA, N. Ireland

Nationwide
service network

The wet room waste water pump to
create a step-free level access shower

drainagesupport@whalepumps.com
whalepumps.com

Whale’s nationwide team of certified service
engineers ensures that wherever the installation,
help is only a call away.

Where gravity drainage is not an option,
the Dry-Deck 20 is the solution

Follow us on Twitter @Whalecare

Whale’s policy is one of continuous improvement and we
reserve the right to change specifications without prior notice.

Technical Helpline:
0345 9090 912

Whale Copyright© 2019 All Rights Reserved.
Whale® is a registered trademarks of Munster Simms
Engineering Limited.

Whale’s dedicated technical helpline is there
to assist with specification requirements,
installation advice or any questions you may
have with regards to Whale® products.
whalepumps.com
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Making it possible to install wet
rooms and walk-in showers in even
the most challenging locations.

Dry-Deck 20
Wet Room Pumped Shower
Drainage Solutions

The Dry-Deck 20 is designed specifically to solve shower drainage problems in modern wet rooms. Home owners
can now create the dream bathroom without compromise.

The Dry-Deck 20 has a number of additional features that make
this pump system different from any other:
Quiet operation

•

The pump speed adjusts to changes in the shower flow rate

•

No cleaning necessary as there is no filter in the waste

•

Non-return valves prevent odours escaping

•

Easily concealed components

•

A range of shallow pump gulleys (less than 40mm deep) are available for linear drainage, tiled floors,
vinyl floors and formed screed floors. Both 50mm and 90mm shallow pump tray gulleys are also available

•

Project type:
Bathroom converted into
wet room. Central London.
Problem:
The original bathroom was very small
and could not accommodate the
modern shower unit as desired by
the owner using conventional
bathroom fittings.

With the Dry-Deck 20 a step-free shower area is achievable. The Dry-Deck 20 is creating new possibilities for home
owners and builders who are looking to create an en-suite bathroom, install a new shower, convert a loft or adding a
wet room. With a flow capacity of up to 20 ltrs/min the Dry-Deck 20 can cope with most mixer and power showers.

•

Case Studies...

Flow Sensor
Measures the water flow
through the hot and cold
pipes and transmits a
signal to the control unit.

Ideal for loft conversions where raising the floor is not desired

Dry-Deck 20 Pump
A quiet running waste water
pump designed to pump up to
20 litres/minute. The pump
has integral non-return valves
and requires no filter.

Solution:
The Dry-Deck 20 allowed the
installation of the wet room,
permitting utilisation of all the
available space. A double shower
cubicle was created without imposing
on the access to the rest of the
bathroom. This new area gives a
luxurious spacious feel to the bathroom.

Ratings
24V d.c. (22 mm Inlet/Outlet)

Project type:
Addition of en-suite wet room.
Leighton Buzzard.

Key Components
1. Gulleys
2. Control Unit
3. Flow Sensor
4. Dry-Deck 20 Pump
5. Surge Damper

Surge Damper
Prevents water hammer.

SDP073R
Control Unit
This initiates the
start-up of the pump,
regulates the flow rate
and controls the pump
shut down.
Gulleys
A range of pumped
gulleys for wet room
floors and shower
trays are available.

Problem:
To improve an existing master bedroom, by
adding an ensuite. The owner wanted a
shower without doors, hinges and corners
that are difficult to clean. A flat floor wet
room was required. The main drain was in
the opposite side of the building, too far for
a gravity waste pipe.
Solution:
A Dry-Deck 20 pumped drainage system required
only 35mm depth beneath the floor. This is able to
pump the shower waste into the gravity waste system
with ease. The owner now wonders why she has a ‘step
in’ shower tray in her main bathroom.

